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CBOT Corn Price Limits 

Corn Products International is a hedger and accordingly transacts bona fide hedging transactions as 
approved by CFTC. 

Corn Products International recommends that CFTC deny CME's application to increase the Corn 
Price Limit to $.50/ bu. 
CME states that expanded limits are needed to "enhance price discovery and risk management..." 
and we would simply disagree that increased limits of $.50/bu will aid price discovery or risk 
management. 

Price limits are to serve as "circuit breaker". The current "circuit breaker" of $.30 /bu is working and 
additionally the "2nd" day expanded limits provide for further price movement. 

Increased limits will only serve CME's desire for supposed added volume (excessive speculation) 
while at the same time traditional hedgers will be subject to increased margin requirements and 
possible twice per day margin call as allowed for by CME Clearing Corp. Increased limits will only 
create hardship for the traditional CME hedger by creating the potential for much greater daily price 
volatility and the absolute need to provide huge amounts of immediate added funding to meet 
increased margin calls. 

We'll note in particular the CME Silver contract has no limits and in recent days the margin 
requirements have increased substantially in the past week as price movements have been extreme 
and thus the need for CME to quell the speculation by chasing some of specs out of the. 

Submitted, 

Hugh Parker I Corn Products International I Director Commodities N.A. 

5 Westbrook Corporate Center I Westchester, I L 60154 

Department'i:(708) 236-8838, Direct 'i:(708) 236-8816, Cell 'i:(708) 925-8066 

E-mail[:>:<:lhugh.pal.kel.@compl.oducts.com 

The contents of this email are intended for the named addressee only. This transmission may contain 
infOlmation that is privileged, confidential, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not 
the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the 
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information contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you received 
this transmission in error, please immediately contact the sender and destroy the material in its entirety, whether 
in electronic or hard copy format. 
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